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1.  Introduction 

RESTCONF (RFC8040) is one of the northbound management/programmability interfaces 
which ConfD can auto-render from a YANG data model. RESTCONF provides a standard 
mapping of RESTful techniques for accessing the data defined by YANG data models.   
 
In the world of REST, Swagger (https://swagger.io/) has become  a popular set of tools 
which help to automate the development and use of RESTful APIs. The API is described 
in a JSON or YAML format definition file. Once the definition file is written, Swagger tools 
can be used to generate RESTful API calls for use with curl, scripts, and application code. 
 
It is natural then to consider how the Swagger tools could be used with RESTCONF. The 
key to doing this is bridging the worlds of YANG data models and Swagger definition files. 
Because the information present in a YANG data model is similar to the information found 
in a Swagger definition file, we have implemented support in ConfD to generate a JSON 
format Swagger definition file from a YANg data model.  This support was first released in 
ConfD 6.7 and is part of the ConfD tool  yanger. 
 
This application note shows how to convert a YANG data model into a Swagger definition 
file in JSON format and how to use it with the Swagger tools.

2. Background

In this application note, the following items are discussed: 
 
YANG data model conversion 
Installation and running of swagger-editor 
Generating and running curl commands from swagger-editor  
Generating Python client RESTful API calls and writing a simple application around it 
 
For this application note, we will make use of the ConfD example found in the examples.
confd/restconf/yang-patch directory of the ConfD installation. This example is only dis-
tributed with ConfD Premium because RESTCONF is not available with ConfD Basic. The 
example contains a CDB XML initialization file for populating configuration data when the 
example is first run.

3. Generate Swagger definition file 
 
As described in the ConfD User Guide, chapter 22.9 “Generating Swagger for REST-
CONF”, we can use the yanger tool  to generate a Swagger definition file in JSON format.
For the yang-patch example, we can use following command (run in examples.confd/rest-
conf/yang-patch directory):
The result is a Swagger definition file called example-jukebox.json. This file can be 
opened with a text editor or loaded into swagger-editor.

http://www.tail-f.com/confd-training-videos/ 
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4.  Building and starting the yang-patch example 
 
In the examples.confd/restconf/yang-patch directory run: 
To see results of RESTCONF operations, we will also need to start ConfD CLI (preferably 
in other terminal window). We do this by running:

yanger -p . -t expand -f swagger example-jukebox.yang \
    --swagger-host 127.0.0.1:8008 \
    --swagger-basepath /restconf \
    --swagger-version “Swagger Example Jukebox ConfD demo 1.0.0” \
    --swagger-tag-mode all \
    --swagger-contact-name “IETF NETCONF WG” \
    --swagger-contact-url 
“https://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/netconf/about” \
    --swagger-contact-email “netconf@ietf.org” \
    --swagger-top-resource all \
    --swagger-omit-query-params false \
    --swagger-omit-body-params false \
    --swagger-omit-form-params false \
    --swagger-omit-header-params false \
    --swagger-omit-path-params false \
    --swagger-omit-standard-statuses false \
    --swagger-methods “post, get, patch, put, delete, head, options” \
    -o example-jukebox.json

5.  Swagger Editor

The swagger-editor is the most comprehensive of the Swagger tools. We will make use of 
it in this application note.

5.1 Installation
It is possible to install swagger-editor locally, run it in a Docker container, or run it from 
remote location. See https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-editor for more informa-
tion.

5.1.1 Local installation 

Swagger editor automatically listens at http://localhost:3001/

 
5.1.2 Run swagger-editor remotely 
A remote instance of swagger-editor is available at https://editor.swagger.io.

 

sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install npm
git clone https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-editor.git
cd swagger-editor
npm start 
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5.1.3 Docker installation 
Install swagger-editor for Docker:  
 
 docker pull swaggerapi/swagger-editor 
Start swagger-editor: 
 
 docker run -d -p 8044:8080 --name swagger-editor swaggerapi/swagger-editor 
 
Point your browser at http://localhost:8044 
 
Stop swagger-editor: 
 
 docker stop swagger-editor 

NOTE:  
It is also possible to use swagger-ui. The swagger-ui is basically a resource pane  found 
in the swagger-editor without the possibility to load a definition file from the menu. See 
https://swagger.io/tools/swagger-ui/ for more information. 
 
Example of how to install and run swagger-ui in Docker:

 

Note: /demos/swagger is the directory where example-jukebox.json is located. 

5.2 Running
In all cases, by opening the swagger-editor URL, a JavaScript application is loaded into 
your browser and is ready to be used. It is recommended to use the latest Chrome or 
Firefox browser. 
 
Local or Docker instances can be used to execute RESTCONF commands directly from 
swagger-editor. All instances can be used to generate curl commands which can be copy 
and pasted into a terminal window. One can also generate Client and Server API calls in 
several programming languages. 
 

5.2.1 CORS  
It is probable that, when running the local or Docker instance, the executed commands 
will end up with an error (fetch error). This is because of enforced CORS. The workaround 
is to install appropriate browser add-on and enable it while working with the swagger-
editor. 
 
Chrome add-on: Allow-Control-Allow-Origin:* 
 
Firefox add-on: CORS Everywhere 
 
See also https://www.scribesoft.com/blog/2018/05/rest-connector-oas-swagger/. 
 

docker pull swaggerapi/swagger-ui
docker run -p 8045:8080  -e SWAGGER_JSON=/foo/example-jukebox.json \
    -v /demos/swagger:/foo swaggerapi/swagger-ui
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NOTE: For security reasons, do not forget to disable installed CORS add-on once you 
stop working with the swagger-editor. 
 

5.3 Loading definition file  
Once swagger-editor is running, we can load our JSON definition file into it. For this, we 
use menu option File -> Import File and choose example-jukebox.json (the file that we 
generated previously in the yang-patch example). 
 
The browser will be split into two panes. On the left, we can see our definition file and on 
the right is rendered the corresponding RESTCONF API (resource pane). 
 
In the resource pane, there are resources each with a corresponding URL and REST op-
eration (GET,POST, DELETE, PATCH, etc.). 
 
The resources are grouped and for us the most interesting part is data resource group. 
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5.4 Protocol type and authentication 
We need to set protocol type to HTTP and authentication credentials to ConfD. To do so, 
go to top of the resource pane and chose HTTP under Schemes. 
 

After that, press the  Authorize button. Fill in admin for both Username and Password and 
confirm with the Authorize button. 
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Once authenticated, swagger-editor automatically adds an authorization header to the 
generated curl commands (-H  “authorization: Basic YWRtaW46YWRtaW4=” for admin 
credentials) 
 
Now, we should have everything ready to generate an RESTCONF request against ConfD 
together with corresponding curl command. 
 
E.g.: 
 

5.4.1.1.1 Using HTTPS 
It is also possible to use the HTTPS protocol type. For this, we have to enable ssl trans-
port for the WebUI in the confd.conf file. 
 
E.g.: 
 

curl -X GET “http://127.0.0.1:8008/restconf/data” \
   -H  “accept: application/yang-data+json” \
   -H  “authorization: Basic YWRtaW46YWRtaW4=”

curl -k -X GET “https://127.0.0.1:8888/restconf/data” \
   -H  “accept: application/yang-data+json” \
   -H  “authorization: Basic YWRtaW46YWRtaW4=”

<webui>
    <enabled>true</enabled>
    <docroot>.</docroot>
    <transport>
      <tcp>
        <enabled>true</enabled>
        <ip>0.0.0.0</ip>
        <port>8008</port>
      </tcp>
      <ssl>
        <enabled>true</enabled>
        <ip>0.0.0.0</ip>
        <port>8888</port>
      </ssl>
    </transport>
</webui>

In addition, we have to change the port number in the definition file and add the -k option 
to the generated curl commands in order to workaround a SSL certificate issue or fix the 
certificate issue as described in https://curl.haxx.se/docs/sslcerts.html. 
 
E.g.: 
 

https://curl.haxx.se/docs/sslcerts.html
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5.5 Running RESTCONF calls and using curl commands 
Once we have loaded the definition file and set-up the protocol and authentication, we 
can test our RESTCONF API directly from the swagger-editor (browser CORS add-on is 
needed) or with the curl command line tool. 
 
To do so, choose the corresponding resource (operation + URL) and press the “Try it out” 
button. 
 

If needed, we can fill in any required parameters. Pressing the Execute button causes 
swagger-editor to perform the RESTCONF API call and display the response. We can also 
see generated curl command to copy/paste into a local terminal. 
 
NOTE: 
 
A remote instance of the swagger-editor cannot access ConfD directly and, instead of a 
result, we will see a fetch error. The generated curl commands can still be used. 
 

5.5.1 Manipulating data with swagger-editor or generated curl commands 
We can run RESTCONF calls or generate corresponding RESTCONF curl commands to 
manipulate (write, read, delete, etc.) the ConfD data store. 
 
In the ConfD CLI, we can see and compare results of our RESTCONF operations. 
 
The examples in the following sections show generated curl commands and correspond-
ing responses. The responses are visible in swagger-editor or in the terminal window 
where the curl command is run. 
 

5.5.1.1.1 GET root (top level) 
In swagger-editor, go to the root resource and generate a GET request. 
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Generated curl command: 
 

Response: 
 
 

5.5.1.1.2 Read data 
In swagger-editor, go to the /data resource and generate a GET request. 
 
Generated curl command: 
 

curl -X GET “http://127.0.0.1:8008/restconf/” \
   -H  “accept: application/yang-data+json” \
   -H “authorization: Basic YWRtaW46YWRtaW4=”

curl -X GET “http://127.0.0.1:8008/restconf/data” \
   -H  “accept: application/yang-data+json” \
   -H  “authorization: Basic YWRtaW46YWRtaW4=”

{
  “ietf-restconf:data”: {
    “example-jukebox:jukebox”: {
      “library”: {
        “artist”: [
          {
            “name”: “Foo Fighters”,
            “album”: [
              {
                “name”: “Wasting Light”,
                “genre”: “example-jukebox:alternative”,
                “year”: 2012,
                “admin”: {
                  “label”: “Roswell/RCA/BMG”,
                  “catalogue-number”: “7432197348-2”
                },
                “song”: [
                  {
                    “name”: “A Matter Of Time”,
                    “location”: “a_matter_of_time.mp3”,
                    “length”: 276
                  },
      ..........                  
    },
    “ietf-netconf-acm:nacm”: {      
     ......... 
    },
    “ietf-netconf-monitoring:netconf-state”: {      
      ........
      },      
    ........
}

{“restconf”:{“data”:{},”operations”:{},”yang-library-version”:”2016-06-21”}}

The response contains all data found in the ConfD data store, including both configura-
tion and state data (similar to a NETCONF <get> operation). 
 
Response (shortened): 
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Usually, we want to get only specific subtree of the /data. 
 
For example, go to the /data/example-jukebox:jukebox/library resource and generate a 
GET request. 
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Generated curl command: 
 

Response (shortened): 
 

curl -X GET \
“http://127.0.0.1:8008/restconf/data/example-jukebox:jukebox/
library?content=config&with-defaults=report-all” \
-H  “accept: application/yang-data+json” \
-H  “authorization: Basic YWRtaW46YWRtaW4=”

{
  “example-jukebox:library”: {
    “artist”: [
      {
        “name”: “Foo Fighters”,
        “album”: [
          {
            “name”: “Wasting Light”,
            “genre”: “example-jukebox:alternative”,
            “year”: 2012,
            “admin”: {
              “label”: “Roswell/RCA/BMG”,
              “catalogue-number”: “7432197348-2”
            },
            “song”: [
              {
                “name”: “A Matter Of Time”,
                “location”: “a_matter_of_time.mp3”,
                “length”: 276
              },             
               .........
            ]
          }
        ]
      },
      {
        “name”: “Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds”,
        “album”: [
          {
            “name”: “Tender Prey”,
            “genre”: “example-jukebox:alternative”,
            “year”: 1988
          }
        ]
      }
    ]
  }
}

Often, we want to perform an even more narrow GET operation with key parameters as 
a filter. swagger-editor helps us to create such a request. For example, go to the /data/
example-jukebox:jukebox/library/artist={artist-name}/album={album-name} resource. 
When generating a request, we can enter artist-name and album-name as parameters 
and generate the GET request. 
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Generated curl command: 
 

Response: 
 

curl -X GET \
“http://127.0.0.1:8008/restconf/data/example-jukebox:jukebox/li-
brary/artist=Nick%20Cave%20and%20the%20Bad%20Seeds/album=Tender%20
Prey?content=config&with-defaults=report-all” \
-H  “accept: application/yang-data+json” \
-H  “authorization: Basic YWRtaW46YWRtaW4=”

{
   “example-jukebox:album”: {
     “name”: “Tender Prey”,
     “genre”: “example-jukebox:alternative”,
     “year”: 1988
   }
}

Let’s use “Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds” for the artist and “Tender Prey” for the album. 
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5.5.1.2 Write data 
Now that we know how to generate GET commands, let’s do some configuration. 
 

5.5.1.2.1 Create artist in library (POST) 
Select the /data/example-jukebox:jukebox/library resource with POST and fill in as the 
body value: 
 

Generate a POST request. 
 
Generated curl command: 
 

Verify in the CLI that the new artist Karel Gott has been created. 
 

5.5.1.2.2 Create artist data (PUT) 
Next, we will add data to the newly created artist. 
 
Select /data/example-jukebox:jukebox/library/artist={artist-name} with the PUT operation, 
fill in Karel Gott for the required artist-name, and add the following for the required artist 
body: 
 

{
  “example-jukebox:artist”: [
    {
      “name”: “Karel Gott”      
    }
  ]
}

curl -X POST “http://127.0.0.1:8008/restconf/data/example-jukebox:jukebox/
library” \
-H  “accept: application/yang-data+json” \
-H  “authorization: Basic YWRtaW46YWRtaW4=” \
-H  “Content-Type: application/yang-data+json” \
-d “{  \”example-jukebox:artist\”: [    {      \”name\”: \”Karel Gott\”          
}  ]}”

#show running-config jukebox library artist
...
jukebox library artist “Karel Gott”
...
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Change the insert option to -- (other insert options end with an error) 
 

{
  “example-jukebox:artist”: [
    {
      “name”: “Karel Gott”,
      “album”: [
        {
          “name”: “Zpiva Karel Gott”,
          “genre”: “pop”,
          “year”: 2017,          
          “song”: [
            {
              “name”: “Maria”,
              “location”: “Maria.mp3”,
              “format”: “mp3”,
              “length”: 174
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}
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Generate a PUT request. 
 
Generated curl command: 
 

Verify in the CLI that the new album with the song is created: 
 

5.5.1.2.3 Update artist data (PATCH), add new data (PUT) 
Select /data/example-jukebox:jukebox/library/artist={artist-name} with the PATCH opera-
tion, fill in Karel Gott for the required artist-name, and add the following for the required 
artist body: 
 

curl -X PUT \
“http://127.0.0.1:8008/restconf/data/example-jukebox:jukebox/library/
artist=Karel%20Gott” \
-H  “accept: application/yang-data+json” \
-H  “authorization: Basic YWRtaW46YWRtaW4=” \
-H  “Content-Type: application/yang-data+json” \
-d “{  \”example-jukebox:artist\”: [{\”name\”:\”Karel Gott\”,\”album\”: \
[{\”name\”:\”Zpiva Karel Gott\”,\”genre\”: \”pop\”,\”year\”: 2017, \
\”song\”: [{\”name\”: \”Maria\”,\”location\”: \”Maria.mp3\”,\”format\”: 
\”mp3\”, \
\”length\”: 174}]} \
]}]}”

# show running-config jukebox library artist Karel\ Gott
jukebox library artist “Karel Gott”
 album “Zpiva Karel Gott”
  genre pop
  year  2017
  song Maria
   location Maria.mp3
   format   mp3
   length   174
  !
 !
!

{
  “example-jukebox:artist”: [
    {
      “name”: “Karel Gott”,
      “album”: [
        {
          “name”: “Zpiva Karel Gott”,
          “genre”: “pop”,
          “year”: 2017,          
          “song”: [
            {
              “name”: “That Old Lucky Sun”,
              “location”: “That Old Lucky Sun.mp3”,
              “format”: “mp3”,
              “length”: 160
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}
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Generate a PATCH request. 
 
Generated curl command: 
 

Verify in the CLI that the new song has been added: 
 

Note that the PATCH operation is similar to the previous PUT operation. The difference is, 
with PATCH, we merge the configuration (adding a new song) and, with PUT, we replace 
the configuration (remove the old album and songs and add the new one). 
 
We can also add (i.e. create) a new song on the resource level 
 
/data/example-jukebox:jukebox/library/artist={artist-name}/album={album-name}/
song={song-name}), using a PUT operation. 
 
Fill in the corresponding key parameters (Karel Gott, Zpiva Karel Gott, Jezebel) and the 
following song body: 
 

curl -X PATCH \
“http://127.0.0.1:8008/restconf/data/example-jukebox:jukebox/library/
artist=Karel%20Gott” \
-H  “accept: application/yang-data+json” \
-H  “authorization: Basic YWRtaW46YWRtaW4=” \
-H  “Content-Type: application/yang-data+json” \
-d “{  \”example-jukebox:artist\”: [{\”name\”: \”Karel Gott\”,\”album\”: \
[{\”name\”: \”Zpiva Karel Gott\”,\”genre\”: \”pop\”,\”year\”: 2017, \
\”song\”: [{\”name\”: \”That Old Lucky Sun\”,\”location\”: \”That Old Lucky 
Sun.mp3\”,\”format\”: \”mp3\”, \
\”length\”: 160}]} \
]}]}”

# show running-config jukebox library artist Karel\ Gott
jukebox library artist “Karel Gott”
 album “Zpiva Karel Gott”
  genre pop
  year  2017
  song Maria
   location Maria.mp3
   format   mp3
   length   174
  !
  song “That Old Lucky Sun”
   location “That Old Lucky Sun.mp3”
   format   mp3
   length   160
  !
 !
!
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{
  “example-jukebox:song”: [
    {
      “name”: “Jezebel”,
      “location”: “Jezebel.mp3”,
      “format”: “mp3”,
      “length”: 169
    }
  ]
}

curl -X PUT \
“http://127.0.0.1:8008/restconf/data/example-jukebox:jukebox/library/
artist=Karel%20Gott/album=Zpiva%20Karel%20Gott/song=Jezebel” \
-H  “accept: application/yang-data+json” \
-H  “authorization: Basic YWRtaW46YWRtaW4=” \
-H  “Content-Type: application/yang-data+json” \
-d “{\”example-jukebox:song\”: [{\”name\”: \”Jezebel\”,\”location\”: \”Jeze-
bel.mp3\”, \
\”format\”: \”mp3\”,\”length\”: 169}]}”

# show running-config jukebox library artist Karel\ Gott
 jukebox library artist “Karel Gott”
  album “Zpiva Karel Gott”
   genre pop
   year  2017
   song Jezebel
    location Jezebel.mp3
    format   mp3
    length   169
   !
   song Maria
    location Maria.mp3
    format   mp3
    length   174
   !
   song “That Old Lucky Sun”
    location “That Old Lucky Sun.mp3”
    format   mp3
    length   167
   !
  !
 !

Change the insert option to -- 
 
Generate a PUT request. 
 
Generated curl command: 
 

Verify in the CLI that the new song has been added: 
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5.5.1.2.4 Delete song (DELETE) 
Select the resource 
 
/data/example-jukebox:jukebox/library/artist={artist-name}/album={album-name}/
song={song-name}) and the DELETE operation. 
 
Fill in the corresponding key parameters (Karel Gott, Zpiva Karel Gott, Jezebel) and gen-
erate the DELETE request. 
 
Generated curl command:  
 

Verify in the CLI that the song has been deleted: 
 

5.6 Generating documentation 
We can use swagger-editor to generate RESTCONF API documentation. For this, select 
the menu option Generate Client and choose html or html2 format. A zip file will be down-
loaded. After unpacking, open index.html in the browser. 
 
The html version contains the RESTCONF API description, while the html2 version also 
contains examples of curl commands and programming language bindings. 
 

5.7 Generating and using Python client API 
It is possible to generate a Client API for various programming languages. In this section, 
we describe how to generate and use Python a Client API. 
 

curl -X DELETE \
“http://127.0.0.1:8008/restconf/data/example-jukebox:jukebox/library/
artist=Karel%20Gott/album=Zpiva%20Karel%20Gott/song=Jezebel” \
-H  “accept: application/yang-data+json” -H  “authorization: Basic 
YWRtaW46YWRtaW4=”

# show running-config jukebox library artist Karel\ Gott
jukebox library artist “Karel Gott”
 album “Zpiva Karel Gott”
  genre pop
  year  2017
  song Jezebel
   location Jezebel.mp3
   format   mp3
   length   169
  !
  song Maria
   location Maria.mp3
   format   mp3
   length   174
  !
  song “That Old Lucky Sun”
   location “That Old Lucky Sun.mp3”
   format   mp3
   length   167
  !
 !
!
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5.7.1 Generating Client API 
In the swagger-editor, go to Generate Client and choose python. A file python-client-
genrated.zip is downloaded. Extract this file (python-client subdirectory) into the directory 
of your choice. Leave it as it is or rename it. Let’s rename it to python-example-jukebox-
client so we know that it is related to our example-jukebox.yang data model. 
 

5.7.2 Creating python virtual environment venv 
Make sure virtualenv is installed (sudo apt install virtualenv). Go to some directory, create 
the environment, and switch to it: 
 

Install the generated client package with the required dependencies: 
 
pip install -e <path to python-example-jukebox-client> 
 
Now, we should have the environment ready to start coding our python client. 
 
NOTE: The environment can be imported to a Python IDE (e.g. Intellij Idea with Python 
plugin).  
 
To leave the environment, use the deactivate command. 
 

5.7.3 Client application 
Once in the environment, we can write the client application example-jukebox-app.py. We 
will try to program similar steps to what we did with curl commands in previous sections. 
The result of RESTCONF requests can be seen in the ConfD CLI. 
 
The initial part of the application deals with the setup of authentication and the debug 
level. 
 

Next, we initialize the DataApi instance: 
 

Then, we can get the library data using GET: 
 

virtualenv example-jukebox-venv
source  example-jukebox-venv/bin/activate

api_instance = swagger_client.DataApi(
    swagger_client.ApiClient(configuration))

api_response = api_instance.data_example_jukebox_jukebox_library_get()
pprint(api_response)

# Configure HTTP basic authorization: basicAuth
configuration = swagger_client.Configuration()
configuration.username = ‘admin’
configuration.password = ‘admin’
# Configure debug level, if needed
configuration.debug = False
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Next, get data for a specific artist using GET: 
 

NOTE: This call does not print the correct information. If we enable debug, we can see 
that the response is correctly returned, but not correctly parsed. This looks to be an error 
in the generated Swagger Client code. Most likely, it will be fixed in a newer version of 
swagger code generator > 2.3.0. 

We can get a specific album attribute using GET: 
 

We can create a new artist with data (album and song) using PUT: 
 

api_response = api_instance. \
    data_example_jukebox_jukebox_library_artist_artist_name_get(“Nick Cave 
and the Bad Seeds”)
pprint(api_response)

api_response = api_instance. \
    data_example_jukebox_jukebox_library_artist_artist_name_album_album_name_
genre_get(
    “Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds”,
    “Tender Prey”)
pprint(api_response)

artist = DataExampleJukeboxJukeboxLibraryArtistArtistName({
    “name”: “Karel Gott”,
    “album”: [
        {
            “name”: “Zpiva Karel Gott”,
            “genre”: “example-jukebox:pop”,
            “year”: 2017,
            “song”: [
                {
                    “name”: “Maria”,
                    “location”: “Maria.mp3”,
                    “format”: “mp3”,
                    “length”: 174
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
})
api_instance.data_example_jukebox_jukebox_library_artist_artist_name_put(
    “Karel Gott”, artist)
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Once, we have an artist and album, we can append a song by updating the artist using 
PATCH: 
 

We can also create/add new album’s song using PUT: 
 

Finally, we can delete a song using DELETE: 
 
 

artist = DataExampleJukeboxJukeboxLibraryArtistArtistName({
    “name”: “Karel Gott”,
    “album”: [
        {
            “name”: “Zpiva Karel Gott”,
            “genre”: “example-jukebox:pop”,
            “year”: 2017,
            “song”: [
                {
                    “name”: “That Old Lucky Sun”,
                    “location”: “That Old Lucky Sun.mp3”,
                    “format”: “mp3”,
                    “length”: 160
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
})
api_instance. \
    data_example_jukebox_jukebox_library_artist_artist_name_patch(
    “Karel Gott”, artist)

song = DataExampleJukeboxJukeboxLibraryArtistArtistNameAlbumAlbumNameSong-
SongName(
    {
        “name”: “Jezebel”,
        “location”: “Jezebel.mp3”,
        “format”: “mp3”,
        “length”: 169
    })
api_instance. \
    data_example_jukebox_jukebox_library_artist_artist_name_album_album_name_
song_song_name_put(
    “Karel Gott”, “Zpiva Karel Gott”, “Jezebel”, song)

api_instance. \
    data_example_jukebox_jukebox_library_artist_artist_name_album_album_name_
song_song_name_delete(
    “Karel Gott”, “Zpiva Karel Gott”, “Jezebel”)
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6 Conclusion
 
The ability to use ConfD YANG data models with Swagger tools is a great addition to the 
ConfD RESTCONF implementation because Swagger and OpenAPI have become indus-
try standard tools in the REST API world. 
 
The swagger-editor helps us to graphically overview a RESTCONF API. For someone 
who does not use REST APIs on daily basis, it can be valuable tool that can help to docu-
ment and run RESTCONF requests. 
 
The ability to generate a Client API in various programming language opens new possibil-
ities to develop RESTCONF based applications to interact with ConfD YANG data models. 
 
There are still some areas for improvements in the Swagger tools. For example, working 
with swagger-editor in a browser is sometimes laggy. It is not possible to resize between 
the definition file pane and resource pane. We have also seen generated that the Python 
client API does not parse correctly returned information when getting data using the list 
key element as a filter. It is not always simple to navigate in the generated documentation 
(markdown, html), mainly for the larger data models. Currently, there is little documenta-
tion on getting started and how to use the generated API in client applications.  However, 
because the Swagger tools are actively under development, there is a chance that these 
improvements and fixes will be implemented. 
 
 
 

7 For More Information 
 
For more information about ConfD, visit http://www.tail-f.com 
 
Whitepaper: “Inside RESTCONF”: http://info.tail-f.com/inside-restconf 
 
For more information about RESTCONF, visit https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8040 
 
For more information about Swagger, visit https://swagger.io/ 
 
For more information about swagger-editor, visit https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-
editor

http://www.tail-f.com
http://info.tail-f.com/inside-restconf
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8040
https://swagger.io/
https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-editor
https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-editor
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